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• instabilities due to anisotropic transport: 
MTI & HBI

• numerical solution of Euler eqs.: methods

• advection equation (model for hyperbolic 
eqs.): 

• extension to MHD: div(B)=0 constraint

• some publicly available codes
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Plasma Thermal Conductivity

diffusivity (cm2s-1) ϰ : vt x mfp;  mfp~1/(nσ);  σ~b2 lnΛ; b~e2/kT

diffusivity∝T5/2/n; e-s conduct heat as they are 40 times faster than protons
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the blob is not adiabatic for a conducting plasma!



Plasma Thermal Conductivity
a tricky issue!

for unmagnetized plasma

Q = ��b̂⇥kT = ��b̂(b̂ ·⇥)T

Q = ��rT = �⇥nkBrT

for magnetized plasma

particles move along B w. small Larmor radii but diffuse 
along B with a path length of mfp; mfp>>ρL

true for all transport coeffts.

All this is fine for a given B, but B changes because of plasma currents, small scale 
instabilities! Observed perp. transport is enhanced.  This is the key problem of tokamaks.
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Modification of 
Schwarzschild criterion

intracluster medium: 
plasma that fills the space 

between galaxies in 
Braginskii transport limit: 

ρL<< mfp < L

weak B: only role is aniso. 
cond.

tcond << tbuoy

=> flow is unstable
 if dT/dz < 0 even if ds/dz>0!
a similar instability for dT/dz>0!

[Balbus 2000, Quataert 2008]
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Magnetothermal 
Instability (MTI)

temperature 
maximum at 

bottom

reflective BCs
at top and 
bottom

outflow more 
realistic

[from Ian Parrish’s website]



Heat-flux Buoyancy 
Instability (HBI)

temperature 
minimum at bottom

HBI reorients field lines
perpendicular to ∇T

cuts off thermal conduction
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Fig. 1.—Snapshots of the magnetic field in a 2D simulation initialized with
a single-mode perturbation having . The HBI drives the initially verticalk p kx z

field to become largely horizontal. The units of time in Figs. 1–4 are such
that the dynamical time .!1/2(g d ln T/dz) ≈ 1.4

TABLE 1
Table of Nonlinear Runs

Run B0/(4p)1/2 kk DAB2S rms Mach AvBS ˜f p Q/Q

R1 . . . . . . 10!5 5 # 10!3 327 5.1 # 10!4 5.8! 0.51%
R2 . . . . . . 10!4 5 # 10!3 36.4 7.7 # 10!4 17.2! 7.7%
R3 . . . . . . 10!5 1.5 # 10!2 384 5.1 # 10!4 3.8! 0.31%

Fig. 2.—Time evolution of the volume-averaged magnetic energy density
and kinetic energy density in the HBI-unstable region of run R1. The magnetic
energy is amplified by a factor of ∼300; the kinetic energy is in approximate
equipartition with the magnetic energy and the convection remains highly
subsonic.

initial temperature profile was , the tem-T(z) p T (1 " z/2)0

perature scale height at the midplane is 2, and the size of the
domain is ; note that the simulations are local. The pres-2(0.1)
sure and density were chosen so that the atmosphere was in
hydrostatic equilibrium with . The magnetic field isp ∼ r ∼ 1
chosen to be weak initially and purely vertical with

, so that magnetic tension forces are1/2 !4B /(4p) p 5 # 100

negligible. The purely anisotropic thermal diffusivity is k p
, where k has units of a diffusion coefficient, i.e.,!2x T/P p 10C

cm2 s . With these parameters, the conduction time for small-!1

scale perturbations is much less than the dynamical time, which
is the limit of fastest growth for the HBI (and MTI).

Figure 1 shows that perturbations with nonzero andk kx z

generate converging and diverging field lines. The heat flux
follows these field lines leading to (conductive) heating and
cooling of the plasma. In a plasma with , a fluiddT/dz 1 0
element displaced upward is thus heated by the background
heat flux, causing it to rise further and become buoyant. Note
that the magnetic field snapshots in Figure 1 look very similar
to snapshots for the MTI rotated by 90 .!

For a weak vertical magnetic field, the growth rate of the
HBI in the limit of rapid conduction is

2d ln T k⊥2q ≈ !g . (6)( ) 2dz k

For the parameters of our simulation, we predict a growth rate
of 0.5 for . Measurement of the growth rate in our singlek p kx z

mode simulation verifies this prediction to within 1%. In the
2D simulation, we find that the magnetic energy is amplified
by a factor of ∼52 during the course of the run.

3. NONLINEAR SATURATION IN THREE DIMENSIONS

Only in 3D can we accurately explore the saturation of the
HBI since the nature of convection differs significantly in 2D
and 3D. Using 3D simulations, we now quantify the amplifi-

cation of the magnetic field by the HBI and the resulting heat
flux through the plasma.

The computational setup we use is nearly identical to the
stratified box presented in § 2.3 of Parrish & Stone (2007); we
refer the reader there for details. The box consists of three
vertical layers of equal size in which the central region has a
linear temperature profile with and pure anisotropic!T/!z 1 0
conduction along magnetic field lines, such that it is unstable
to the HBI. The top and bottom layers are isothermal atmo-
spheres (exponential pressure and density profiles) and act as
a buffer to the penetrative convection that takes place. These
regions have isotropic conductivity and are stable to the HBI.
For all of the simulations in this Letter, the isotropic conduc-
tivity in the top and bottom layers is equal to the parallel
anisotropic conductivity in the middle region. It is important
to note that our box size is again small compared to the tem-
perature scale height (0.2 and 2, respectively), so that our sim-
ulations are local in nature. Table 1 gives the initial magnetic
field and conductivity for our 3D runs; we will primarily focus
on R1, our fiducial simulation.

Figure 2 shows the amplification of magnetic energy as a
function of time for R1. The net amplification can be defined
by

2AB Sfin2DAB S { , (7)2AB Sinit

[Parrish & Quataert 2008]



Temperature profiles in 
galaxy clusters 

106 R. Piffaretti et al.: Temperature and entropy profiles of nearby cooling flow clusters observed with XMM-Newton

for SCDM50, Mtot(<720 kpc) = 5.41+1.13
−0.76 × 1014 M⊙ and

Mtot(<720 kpc) = 4.56 ± 0.35 × 1014 M⊙ being Allen et al.
(2001)’s value and our estimate, respectively.

– For NGC 533, A 1837 and Sérsic 159−3 a fair comparison
with previous work is not possible.

To reiterate, the remainder of our analysis of our final sam-
ple of 13 objects relies on the validity of extrapolating pro-
files fitted to the inner region of the data: for both SCDM50
and ΛCDM70, the number of objects for which the outer ra-
dius Rout is larger than (or equal to) r∆ at the 95 percent level
of confidence is: 11 (NGC 533, A 262, A 1837, Sérsic 159–3,
2A 0335+096, MKW 3s, A 2052, A 4059, A 3112, A 1795 and
A 1835) for ∆ = 2500, 7 (NGC 533, A 1837, Sérsic 159–3,
MKW 3s, A 4059, A 1795 and A 1835) for ∆ = 1500, only 3
(A 1837, Sérsic 159–3 and A 1835) for ∆ = 1000 and none
for ∆ = 500.

4. Scaled temperature profiles

In the following we investigate the structure of the tempera-
ture profiles for our final sample of 13 cooling flow clusters.
In Figs. 1 (for SCDM50) and 2 (for ΛCDM70), we present the
deprojected radial profiles plotted against the radius in units
of rvir (≈r180 for SCDM and ≈r101 for ΛCDM at z = 0), where
the temperature has been normalized by the mean emission-
weighted temperature ⟨TX⟩. From a visual inspection it is ev-
ident that a temperature gradient is present at large radii and
that when normalized and scaled by the virial radius, tempera-
ture profiles are remarkably similar. In addition almost all the
individual profiles clearly show a break radius rbr, a decrease
of temperature from rbr inwards and a decline at radii larger
than rbr. In the following, we investigate the shape in detail.

4.1. The break radius

In the following we compute the break radius of the individual
clusters in units of rvir. For each cluster we divide the scaled
temperature profiles in two radial intervals: from the innermost
bin to the bin i and from the bin i + 1 to the outermost one.
Temperature profiles in each of the two intervals are then fit-
ted using straight lines, power laws and exponential functions.
All the nine combinations are used and for each pair of fit-
ting functions, i is varied until the best fit is achieved. Clusters
that do not show a clear temperature decrease in the outer re-
gion are excluded. These are A 262, A 496 and Perseus. For
the remaining clusters the bin i which gives the best fit is inde-
pendent of the choice of the fitting functions. The break radius
xbr = rbr/rvir is then defined as (xi + xi+1)/2 (where xi is the
distance of the bin i from the center in units of rvir) and its un-
certainty (xi+1−xi)/2. In Fig. 3 we show the break radius xproj

br =

rproj
br /rvir of the projected temperature profiles in SCDM50 as a

function of redshift. The mean value of xproj
br is 0.11 with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.01. Using a different method, De Grandi &
Molendi (2002) find 0.20 for the mean value of xproj

br for a sam-
ple of 11 cooling flow and 10 non-cooling flow clusters and
a lower value, 0.16, for the cooling flow clusters only. Taking
into account that De Grandi & Molendi (2002), who also used
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Fig. 1. Scaled temperature profiles (deprojected) in SCDM50 cos-
mology: the radius is scaled with the virial radius rvir = r180,
while the temperature is normalized by the mean emission-weighted
temperature ⟨TX⟩. Clusters are related to symbols as follows:
NGC 533 (crosses), A 262 (filled squares), A 1837 (filled diamonds),
Sérsic 159−3 (filled circles), 2A 0335+096 (open triangles), MKW 3s
(open pentagons), A 2052 (filled triangles), A 4059 (open diamonds),
A 496 (open hexagon), A 3112 (open stars), A 1795 (open squares),
Perseus (open circles) and A 1835 (filled stars).
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but in ΛCDM70 cosmology.

projected profiles, computed the break radius for cooling flow
clusters by excluding the cooling region and fitting the pro-
files with a constant temperature for r < rproj

br and with a line
for r > rproj

br , the fact that their estimate is larger than ours is
not surprising. In ΛCDM70 the mean value of xproj

br is reduced
to 0.08 with a standard deviation of 0.01. In agreement with
De Grandi & Molendi (2002) we find that the intrinsic disper-
sion of the parent population of scaled break radii (assumed to
be distributed like a Gaussian) is consistent with 0 (for both
SCDM50 andΛCDM70). By performing the same analysis us-
ing deprojected temperature profiles we find 0.12 and 0.09 for
the mean value of xdeproj

b for SCDM50 and ΛCDM70, respec-
tively, and standard deviation of 0.01. This latter results shows
consistency between break radii of projected and deprojected
profiles.

4.2. The outer region

For comparison with other studies, we quantify the decline
seen in Fig. 1 (i.e. in a SCDM50 cosmology) for radii larger

[Piffaretti et al. 2005]

prone to HBI
prone to MTI



Implications for galaxy 
clusters?

thermal conduction can no longer bring heat out from large radii => cooling flow
1300 M. McCourt et al.

Figure 2. Evolution of the HBI with an initially vertical magnetic field in a local, 2D simulation (simulation h1 in Table 1). Colour shows temperature and black
lines show magnetic field lines. A small velocity perturbation to the initial state seeds exponentially growing modes which dramatically reorient the magnetic
field to be predominantly horizontal. The induced velocities are always highly subsonic and, after t ∼ 20tbuoy, are also almost entirely horizontal. Once the
plasma reaches its saturated state, it is buoyantly stable to vertical displacements. The plasma does not resist horizontal displacements, but the saturated state
is nearly symmetric to these displacements and they do not change its character.

Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the evolution of temperature and mag-
netic field lines in a local, 2D HBI simulation. We chose this simu-
lation to simplify the field-line visualization, but the results in Fig. 2
apply equally to our local and global 3D simulations. We initialized
this simulation in an unstable equilibrium state with vertical mag-
netic field lines (b̂z = 1). As described in Section 3.1, we seed this
initial condition with small velocity perturbations; the HBI causes
these perturbations to grow in the first three panels of Fig. 2. The
evolution becomes non-linear in the third panel, when the velocity
perturbations reach ∼4 per cent of the sound speed. Afterwards,
the instability begins to saturate and the plasma slowly settles into
a new equilibrium state. The last panel in Fig. 2 shows that this
saturated state is highly anisotropic: the magnetic field lines are al-
most entirely orthogonal to gravity. Flux conservation implies that
the fluid motions must also be anisotropic, with most of the kinetic
energy in horizontal motions at late times (see Fig. 3, discussed
below). These horizontal motions are very subsonic: in all of our
simulations, the velocities generated by the HBI are significantly
less than 1 per cent of the sound speed in the saturated state.

Because the fluid velocities remain small, the linear dispersion
relation (equation 7) captures much of the evolution of the HBI,
even at late times. For any magnetic field orientation, the fastest-
growing modes are the ones with k along the axis b̂× (b̂× g); these
modes have the growth rate

pmax = |ωbuoy b̂z|, (11)

which decreases as the field lines become horizontal. Additionally,
when b̂2

z < 1/2, only modes with k̂2
z > 1 − 4(b̂2

z − b̂4
z ) are unsta-

ble. Since the HBI saturates by making the field lines horizontal
(b̂z → 0), both the maximum growth rate of the instability and
the volume of phase space for unstable modes decrease as the HBI
develops. This strongly limits the growth of the perturbations, and
helps explain why the instability saturates relatively quiescently.

As argued by Parrish & Quataert (2008), the HBI saturates when
its maximum growth rate pmax vanishes, so that no unstable modes
remain. While this is clearly a sufficient condition for the plasma
to reach a new stable equilibrium, it is by no means necessary. The
instability could, e.g. saturate via non-linear effects, but in practice
this is not the case (at least for simulations without an additional
source of turbulence; see Section 5.1). Equation (11) for pmax shows
that the HBI can saturate by making either ∂T/∂z or b̂z vanish;
intuitively, the HBI is powered by a conductive heat flux, which it
must extinguish in order to stop growing. Erasing the temperature
gradient might seem like the more natural saturation channel, since
the conduction time across the domain is much shorter than other

Figure 3. Evolution of the vertical and horizontal kinetic energy in a local,
2D HBI simulation (simulation h1 in Table 1). The units are such that the
thermal pressure P ≈ 1 and the initial magnetic energy is B2/8π = 10−12.
After a period of exponential growth in which the x and z motions are in
approximate equipartition, HBI saturates and the kinetic energy ceases to
grow. At this point, the energy in the vertical motion is in the form of
stable oscillations, which decay non-linearly. The horizontal motions are
unhindered, however, and persist for the entire duration of the simulation.
These horizontal motions are responsible for the asymmetry of the magnetic
field shown in Fig. 4.

time-scales in the problem. In an astrophysical setting, however, the
large-scale temperature field is often controlled by cooling, accre-
tion or other processes apart from the HBI. We therefore impose
the overall temperature gradient on our simulations by fixing the
temperature at the top and bottom of the domain, so that ωbuoy is
roughly independent of time, and saturation requires b̂z = 0.

Since the HBI saturates by making the magnetic field lines hor-
izontal, we take the b̂z → 0 limit in equation (7) to understand the
late-time behaviour of the plasma:

ω = ± ωbuoy
!
1 − k̂2

z

"1/2
. (12)

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 413, 1295–1310
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RAS
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Figure 5. Evolution of the MTI with an initially horizontal magnetic field in a local, 2D simulation (simulation m1 in Table 2). Grey horizontal lines show the
transition to the buoyantly neutral layers described in Section 3.2; the colour scale is identical to that in Fig. 2. Initial perturbations grow by the mechanism
described in Section 2.2 (Fig. 1); rising and sinking plumes rake out the field lines until, by t = 6tbuoy, they are mostly vertical. This configuration is, however, non-
linearly unstable to horizontal displacements, which generate a horizontal magnetic field and thus continually seed the MTI (see Fig. 6). The result is vigorous,
sustained convection in marked contrast to the saturation of the HBI in Fig. 2. In this local simulation, buoyant plumes accelerate until they reach the neutrally
stable layers. The boundaries prematurely stop the growth of the MTI, and the local simulation underpredicts the kinetic energy generated by the MTI (see
Fig. 7).

resulting stably stratified plasma then resists vertical mixing and, in
the absence of strong external forcing, we expect the fluid velocities
and magnetic field lines to be primarily horizontal. In Section 5, we
perturb this state with externally driven, isotropic turbulence and
test the strength of the stabilizing force.

4.2 Saturation of the MTI

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of one of our local, 2D MTI simulations.
As in the HBI simulation shown in Fig. 2, we initialized this simu-
lation in an unstable equilibrium state (a weak horizontal magnetic
field) and seeded it with the small velocity perturbations described
in Section 3.1. The MTI and HBI stem from very similar physics,
and as a result have very similar linear dynamics. The non-linear be-
haviour of the two instabilities is entirely different, however. While
the HBI saturates relatively quiescently by driving the plasma to
a buoyantly stable and highly anisotropic state, the MTI gener-
ates vigorous, sustained convection that tends to isotropize both the
magnetic and velocity fields.

As we did for the HBI, we study the saturation of the MTI using
2D and 3D simulations spanning a range of domain sizes L/H.
Table 2 summarizes the simulations presented in this section.

Since the linear dispersion relation successfully describes the
non-linear evolution and saturation of the HBI, it is a good place
to begin our discussion of the MTI. The MTI is described by equa-
tion (7) when ∂T/∂z < 0. The linear evolution of the MTI is the
opposite of that of the HBI: the MTI operates when the temperature
decreases with height, its fastest growing modes are the ones with
wave vectors k parallel to b̂, and the force that destabilizes the MTI
is exactly that which stabilizes the HBI in its saturated state. Equa-
tion (7) shows that the maximum growth rate of the MTI goes to
zero when b̂z = 1. By analogy with the HBI, it thus seems reason-
able to expect that the MTI also saturates quiescently, by making
the field lines vertical.

The first three panels of Fig. 5 show that this is nearly what
happens. As the perturbations grow exponentially, the buoyantly

Table 2. Parameters for MTI simulations (Section 4.2).

Name D res L/H κ Field configuration

m1 2 64 0.033 7.07 horizontal
m2 2 64 0.033 7.07 vertical
m3 3 64 0.033 7.07 horizontal
m4 3 64 0.033 7.07 vertical
m5∗ 3 128 0.500 0.31 horizontal
m6∗ 3 128 1.400 0.35 horizontal
m7 3 256 0.500 0.06 horizontal

The definitions of L, D, and κ are the same as in Table 1. All simulations use
the local set-up (equation 9), except for the one with L/H = 1.4, which is
global (equation 10). Each of these simulations was initialized with a weak
magnetic field B/

√
4π = 10−4 with the orientation indicated in the table.

∗We also repeated simulations m5 and m6 with initial field strengths
B/

√
4π = 10−4, 0.0014, 0.0245.

rising and sinking blobs rake out the field lines, making them largely
vertical. The growth rate of the MTI goes to zero when the field
lines become vertical; since the velocities are still small at this point
in the evolution (∼10−2cs), one might expect the MTI to operate
like the HBI and quiescently settle into this stable equilibrium state.
Instead, however, the MTI drives sustained turbulence for as long
as the temperature gradient persists. The plasma never becomes
buoyantly stable, and the magnetic field and fluid velocities are
nearly isotropic at late times.

We can understand this evolution using the same approach we
employed for the HBI. Although the plasma in our MTI simulations
never reaches a state in which the MTI growth rate is zero, examin-
ing the properties of this state is very instructive. The equilibrium
state of the MTI with b̂z = 1 (i.e. a vertical field) has precisely the
same dispersion relation as the saturated state of the HBI, given
by equation (12). There are again zero-frequency (neutrally stable)
modes of the dispersion relation which correspond to horizontal
perturbations to the equilibrium state of the MTI; these experience
no restoring force, because the restoring force is buoyant in nature

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 413, 1295–1310
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RAS

HBI saturates by reorienting B but MTI is a robust instability
[McCourt et al. 2010]
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Figure 2. Evolution of the HBI with an initially vertical magnetic field in a local, 2D simulation (simulation h1 in Table 1). Colour shows temperature and black
lines show magnetic field lines. A small velocity perturbation to the initial state seeds exponentially growing modes which dramatically reorient the magnetic
field to be predominantly horizontal. The induced velocities are always highly subsonic and, after t ∼ 20tbuoy, are also almost entirely horizontal. Once the
plasma reaches its saturated state, it is buoyantly stable to vertical displacements. The plasma does not resist horizontal displacements, but the saturated state
is nearly symmetric to these displacements and they do not change its character.

Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the evolution of temperature and mag-
netic field lines in a local, 2D HBI simulation. We chose this simu-
lation to simplify the field-line visualization, but the results in Fig. 2
apply equally to our local and global 3D simulations. We initialized
this simulation in an unstable equilibrium state with vertical mag-
netic field lines (b̂z = 1). As described in Section 3.1, we seed this
initial condition with small velocity perturbations; the HBI causes
these perturbations to grow in the first three panels of Fig. 2. The
evolution becomes non-linear in the third panel, when the velocity
perturbations reach ∼4 per cent of the sound speed. Afterwards,
the instability begins to saturate and the plasma slowly settles into
a new equilibrium state. The last panel in Fig. 2 shows that this
saturated state is highly anisotropic: the magnetic field lines are al-
most entirely orthogonal to gravity. Flux conservation implies that
the fluid motions must also be anisotropic, with most of the kinetic
energy in horizontal motions at late times (see Fig. 3, discussed
below). These horizontal motions are very subsonic: in all of our
simulations, the velocities generated by the HBI are significantly
less than 1 per cent of the sound speed in the saturated state.

Because the fluid velocities remain small, the linear dispersion
relation (equation 7) captures much of the evolution of the HBI,
even at late times. For any magnetic field orientation, the fastest-
growing modes are the ones with k along the axis b̂× (b̂× g); these
modes have the growth rate

pmax = |ωbuoy b̂z|, (11)

which decreases as the field lines become horizontal. Additionally,
when b̂2

z < 1/2, only modes with k̂2
z > 1 − 4(b̂2

z − b̂4
z ) are unsta-

ble. Since the HBI saturates by making the field lines horizontal
(b̂z → 0), both the maximum growth rate of the instability and
the volume of phase space for unstable modes decrease as the HBI
develops. This strongly limits the growth of the perturbations, and
helps explain why the instability saturates relatively quiescently.

As argued by Parrish & Quataert (2008), the HBI saturates when
its maximum growth rate pmax vanishes, so that no unstable modes
remain. While this is clearly a sufficient condition for the plasma
to reach a new stable equilibrium, it is by no means necessary. The
instability could, e.g. saturate via non-linear effects, but in practice
this is not the case (at least for simulations without an additional
source of turbulence; see Section 5.1). Equation (11) for pmax shows
that the HBI can saturate by making either ∂T/∂z or b̂z vanish;
intuitively, the HBI is powered by a conductive heat flux, which it
must extinguish in order to stop growing. Erasing the temperature
gradient might seem like the more natural saturation channel, since
the conduction time across the domain is much shorter than other

Figure 3. Evolution of the vertical and horizontal kinetic energy in a local,
2D HBI simulation (simulation h1 in Table 1). The units are such that the
thermal pressure P ≈ 1 and the initial magnetic energy is B2/8π = 10−12.
After a period of exponential growth in which the x and z motions are in
approximate equipartition, HBI saturates and the kinetic energy ceases to
grow. At this point, the energy in the vertical motion is in the form of
stable oscillations, which decay non-linearly. The horizontal motions are
unhindered, however, and persist for the entire duration of the simulation.
These horizontal motions are responsible for the asymmetry of the magnetic
field shown in Fig. 4.

time-scales in the problem. In an astrophysical setting, however, the
large-scale temperature field is often controlled by cooling, accre-
tion or other processes apart from the HBI. We therefore impose
the overall temperature gradient on our simulations by fixing the
temperature at the top and bottom of the domain, so that ωbuoy is
roughly independent of time, and saturation requires b̂z = 0.

Since the HBI saturates by making the magnetic field lines hor-
izontal, we take the b̂z → 0 limit in equation (7) to understand the
late-time behaviour of the plasma:

ω = ± ωbuoy
!
1 − k̂2

z

"1/2
. (12)
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HBI saturates by reorienting B but MTI does not. MTI sustained as horizontal 
motions don’t require energy & create horizontal B.
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FIGURE 2. Cartoon for the blob displaced from the initial stable/saturated HBI state (with horizontal
field lines shown by the solid line) for dT/dz > 0 (ẑ is taken along the radial direction). The blob is
displaced vertically by ∆z; the dashed line shows the perturbedweak magnetic field. In the fast-conduction
limit the blob temperature is the same as the temperature of the initial field line; i.e., Tb = T0. In the
Boussinesq limit the blob pressure equals the background pressure at ∆z (= p0+∆zdp/dz). The buoyancy
force on the blob is (ρb− ρ0−∆zdρ/dz)g, corresponding to the density difference of the blob relative
to its surroundings. Expressing the density in terms of the temperature and pressure, the buoyancy force
reduces to ρg∆zd lnT/dz in the direction of gravity, i.e., a restoring force.

EFFECT OF TURBULENT FORCING

There is a fundamental difference between convection in anisotropically conducting
plasmas and the more well-known Schwarzschild convection that arises in adiabatic
plasmas. While the energy in Schwarzschild convection is mainly transported by fluid
motions, it is transported by thermal conduction in anisotropically conducting plasmas
(even when dT/dz > 0 [ẑ is along the radial direction], in which case field lines in the
saturated state are aligned almost perpendicular to the temperature gradient). In addition,
the turbulent velocities in the saturated state in buoyantly unstable, anisotropically
conducting plasmas are very small (e.g., table 1 in [12] shows that the rmsMach numbers
are∼< 10

−3 even when the vertical temperature gradient is large and the temperatures are
fixed at the vertical boundaries; also [17]). In contrast, in Schwarzschild convection the
turbulent velocities can be much larger, and turbulent velocities are larger for larger
entropy gradients across the box.
From the above discussion (that the velocities are negligible with free convection

[MTI/HBI] in anisotropically conducting plasma) we can consider a static saturated state
for these instabilities with anisotropic thermal conduction. Figure (2) considers a blob
being perturbed from its HBI saturated state (dT/dz> 0 in the background plasma) with
horizontal field lines. The perturbed blob is at the same temperature as the original field
line (T0). In the Boussinesq limit the blob is at the same pressure as the background
pressure at the perturbed position. The buoyancy force on the blob is a restoring force
(ρg∆zd lnT/dz), bringing the blob back to its original position (see the figure caption).
In this sense the HBI saturated state with horizontal field lines (and negligible velocities)
is the stable state of an anisotropically conducting plasma with dT/dz > 0. Analogous
considerations for theMTI saturated state with vertical field lines when dT/dz< 0, show
that a vertically displaced blob experiences a similar restoring force (ρg∆z|d lnT/dz|).1

1 The vertical field lines are not isothermal, but the conductive heat flux Q in the displaced blob satisfies
∇ ·Q = 0; see [16] who invoke a similar argument for the destabilization of vertical field lines with
dT/dz> 0.

blob experiences a restoring force once B is reoriented; this stabilization can be 
overcome by a turbulent velocity of ~ 100 km/s



Gist of MTI/HBI

• magnetic tension & Braginskii viscosity further 
suppress these

• turbulence from AGN/mergers can overwhelm 
them

• interesting physics w. implications on mixing, etc.

• fundamental Qs about heat/momentum transport 
in collisionless plasmas: kinetic instabilities



Solving MHD equations 
on massive clusters

There are several approaches for solving MHD equations: 
finite difference, SPH, finite element, spectral, etc.

Here I will talk about the most mature and widely 
applicable finite volume schemes

borrowed material from Greg Hammett’s talk

References:
Finite Volume Methods for Hyperbolic Problems, R J Leveque, Cambridge

Stone & Norman ZEUS papers 1992
all popular code (ATHENA, PLUTO, RAMSES) websites/user guides



Pillars of modern 
science

Experiments
(reality, observations, hypothesis testing)

Theory
(formulating hypothesis, general laws)

Computation
(approximate solutions to exact equations

numerical experiments & computational theory)

Especially useful in astrophysics: highly nonlinear 
systems; ideas must be tested numerically

[adapted from Greg Hammett’s slides]



Why care about HPC?
top supercomputer speeds as a function of time from Wikipedia



MHD equationsalgorithm, and the method by which the divergence-free constraint
on the magnetic field is enforced. Different options have been
explored in different combinations, including unconstrained direc-
tionally split integrators (Dai &Woodward1994b), or directionally
split and unsplit integrators that use either a Hodge projection to
enforce the constraint (Zachary et al.1994; Ryu et al.1995; Balsara
1998; Crockett et al. 2005), a nonconservative formulation that
allows propagation and damping of errors in the constraint (Powell
1994; Falle et al. 1998; Powell et al. 1999; Dedner et al. 2002), or
some form of the constrained transport (CT) algorithm of Evans &
Hawley (1988) to enforce the constraint (Dai & Woodward 1998;
Ryu et al.1998; Balsara&Spicer1999; Tóth 2000, hereafter T2000;
Pen et al. 2003; Londrillo&DelZanna 2004; Ziegler 2004; Fromang
et al. 2006; Mignone et al. 2007; Cunningham et al. 2007). T2000
provides a systematic comparison of many of these techniques
using an extensive test suite.

While the algorithms in Athena build on this progress, they
also incorporate several innovations, including (1) the extension
of two different directionally unsplit integration algorithms to
MHD, including the corner transport upwind (CTU) method of
Colella (1990; hereafter the CTUþ CT algorithm), and a simpler
predictor-corrector method (see the Appendix in Falle 1991)
similar to the MUSCL-Hancock scheme described by van Leer
(2006; Toro1999; hereafter referred to as the VLþ CT algorithm),
(2) the method by which the Godunov fluxes are used to calcu-
late the electric fields needed by CT, and (3) the extension of the
dimensionally split spatial reconstruction scheme in the piecewise
parabolic method (PPM) of Colella & Woodward (1984, here-
after CW84) to multidimensional MHD. The mathematical foun-
dations of these ingredients for integration in two dimensions
(2D) is presented in detail in Gardiner & Stone (2005a, hereafter
GS05), and for three dimensions (3D) in Gardiner & Stone (2008,
hereafter GS08). The focus of this paper is on the implementation
rather than the mathematics of the methods.

The use of two distinct unsplit integration algorithms in Athena,
namely the CTUþ CT and the VLþ CT algorithms, allows us
to compare the advantages and disadvantages of both.We find the
CTUþ CT algorithm is generally less diffusive and more accu-
rate than VLþ CT. Thus, for simplicity sake, the description in
this paper will be based on the CTUþ CT algorithm. However,
for some applications the VLþ CT algorithm has definite advan-
tages. A complete description of the 3D VLþ CT algorithm im-
plemented in Athena, including the results of tests in comparison
to the CTUþ CT algorithm, is provided in a short companion
paper (Stone & Gardiner 2008, hereafter SG08).

The primary goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive
description of Athena that will serve as a reference for others to
adopt, modify, and extend the code for their own research. Aswith
ZEUS, the source code is freely available from the Web, along
with documentation and an extensive set of test problems that are
useful for any method. The organization of this paper is as fol-
lows: Section 2 introduces the equations of motion solved by
Athena, while x 3 describes their finite-volume and finite-area
discretizations. Sections 4Y6 describe in detail the numerical
algorithms in one, two, and three spatial dimensions, respec-
tively, including details such as the reconstruction algorithm,
Riemann solvers used to compute upwind fluxes, and the unsplit
CTUþ CT integrator used in multiple dimensions. In x 7 the im-
plementation of the algorithms in both C and FORTRAN95 on
parallel computer systems is discussed. The results of a compre-
hensive test suite composed of problems in one dimension (1D),
2D, and 3D are given in x 8. Finally, we summarize and discuss
future extensions to the code in x 9.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

Athena implements algorithms which solve the equations of
ideal MHD, which can be written in conservative form as
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where P& is a diagonal tensor with components P& ¼ P þ B2/2
(with P the gas pressure), E is the total energy density
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and B2 ¼ B = B. The other symbols have their usual meaning.
These equations are written in units such that the magnetic per-
meability # ¼ 1.
An equation of state appropriate to an ideal gas, P ¼ (" % 1)e

(where " is the ratio of specific heat and e is the internal energy
density), has been assumed in writing equation (5). For a baro-
tropic equation of state P ¼ P !ð Þ (for example, P ¼ C 2!, where
C is the isothermal sound speed), both equations (3) and (5) are
dropped from the system. Of course, in this case total energy is
not conserved. The algorithms implemented in Athena can solve
the equations of motion in four regimes: both hydrodynamics or
MHD with either an ideal-gas or barotropic equation of state. In
each regime the system of equations to be solved is different in
number and form; however, the same general numerical tech-
niques apply. Extension of the numerical methods to a more
complex, e.g., tabular, equation of state is possible.
It is useful to define vectors of the conserved and primitive

variables, U and W, respectively, with components in Cartesian
coordinates (for adiabatic MHD)
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where M ¼ !v is the momentum density. The conservation
laws can now be written in a compact form (in Cartesian
coordinates),
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Ryu et al.1998; Balsara&Spicer1999; Tóth 2000, hereafter T2000;
Pen et al. 2003; Londrillo&DelZanna 2004; Ziegler 2004; Fromang
et al. 2006; Mignone et al. 2007; Cunningham et al. 2007). T2000
provides a systematic comparison of many of these techniques
using an extensive test suite.

While the algorithms in Athena build on this progress, they
also incorporate several innovations, including (1) the extension
of two different directionally unsplit integration algorithms to
MHD, including the corner transport upwind (CTU) method of
Colella (1990; hereafter the CTUþ CT algorithm), and a simpler
predictor-corrector method (see the Appendix in Falle 1991)
similar to the MUSCL-Hancock scheme described by van Leer
(2006; Toro1999; hereafter referred to as the VLþ CT algorithm),
(2) the method by which the Godunov fluxes are used to calcu-
late the electric fields needed by CT, and (3) the extension of the
dimensionally split spatial reconstruction scheme in the piecewise
parabolic method (PPM) of Colella & Woodward (1984, here-
after CW84) to multidimensional MHD. The mathematical foun-
dations of these ingredients for integration in two dimensions
(2D) is presented in detail in Gardiner & Stone (2005a, hereafter
GS05), and for three dimensions (3D) in Gardiner & Stone (2008,
hereafter GS08). The focus of this paper is on the implementation
rather than the mathematics of the methods.

The use of two distinct unsplit integration algorithms in Athena,
namely the CTUþ CT and the VLþ CT algorithms, allows us
to compare the advantages and disadvantages of both.We find the
CTUþ CT algorithm is generally less diffusive and more accu-
rate than VLþ CT. Thus, for simplicity sake, the description in
this paper will be based on the CTUþ CT algorithm. However,
for some applications the VLþ CT algorithm has definite advan-
tages. A complete description of the 3D VLþ CT algorithm im-
plemented in Athena, including the results of tests in comparison
to the CTUþ CT algorithm, is provided in a short companion
paper (Stone & Gardiner 2008, hereafter SG08).

The primary goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive
description of Athena that will serve as a reference for others to
adopt, modify, and extend the code for their own research. Aswith
ZEUS, the source code is freely available from the Web, along
with documentation and an extensive set of test problems that are
useful for any method. The organization of this paper is as fol-
lows: Section 2 introduces the equations of motion solved by
Athena, while x 3 describes their finite-volume and finite-area
discretizations. Sections 4Y6 describe in detail the numerical
algorithms in one, two, and three spatial dimensions, respec-
tively, including details such as the reconstruction algorithm,
Riemann solvers used to compute upwind fluxes, and the unsplit
CTUþ CT integrator used in multiple dimensions. In x 7 the im-
plementation of the algorithms in both C and FORTRAN95 on
parallel computer systems is discussed. The results of a compre-
hensive test suite composed of problems in one dimension (1D),
2D, and 3D are given in x 8. Finally, we summarize and discuss
future extensions to the code in x 9.
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and B2 ¼ B = B. The other symbols have their usual meaning.
These equations are written in units such that the magnetic per-
meability # ¼ 1.
An equation of state appropriate to an ideal gas, P ¼ (" % 1)e

(where " is the ratio of specific heat and e is the internal energy
density), has been assumed in writing equation (5). For a baro-
tropic equation of state P ¼ P !ð Þ (for example, P ¼ C 2!, where
C is the isothermal sound speed), both equations (3) and (5) are
dropped from the system. Of course, in this case total energy is
not conserved. The algorithms implemented in Athena can solve
the equations of motion in four regimes: both hydrodynamics or
MHD with either an ideal-gas or barotropic equation of state. In
each regime the system of equations to be solved is different in
number and form; however, the same general numerical tech-
niques apply. Extension of the numerical methods to a more
complex, e.g., tabular, equation of state is possible.
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where M ¼ !v is the momentum density. The conservation
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algorithm, and the method by which the divergence-free constraint
on the magnetic field is enforced. Different options have been
explored in different combinations, including unconstrained direc-
tionally split integrators (Dai &Woodward1994b), or directionally
split and unsplit integrators that use either a Hodge projection to
enforce the constraint (Zachary et al.1994; Ryu et al.1995; Balsara
1998; Crockett et al. 2005), a nonconservative formulation that
allows propagation and damping of errors in the constraint (Powell
1994; Falle et al. 1998; Powell et al. 1999; Dedner et al. 2002), or
some form of the constrained transport (CT) algorithm of Evans &
Hawley (1988) to enforce the constraint (Dai & Woodward 1998;
Ryu et al.1998; Balsara&Spicer1999; Tóth 2000, hereafter T2000;
Pen et al. 2003; Londrillo&DelZanna 2004; Ziegler 2004; Fromang
et al. 2006; Mignone et al. 2007; Cunningham et al. 2007). T2000
provides a systematic comparison of many of these techniques
using an extensive test suite.

While the algorithms in Athena build on this progress, they
also incorporate several innovations, including (1) the extension
of two different directionally unsplit integration algorithms to
MHD, including the corner transport upwind (CTU) method of
Colella (1990; hereafter the CTUþ CT algorithm), and a simpler
predictor-corrector method (see the Appendix in Falle 1991)
similar to the MUSCL-Hancock scheme described by van Leer
(2006; Toro1999; hereafter referred to as the VLþ CT algorithm),
(2) the method by which the Godunov fluxes are used to calcu-
late the electric fields needed by CT, and (3) the extension of the
dimensionally split spatial reconstruction scheme in the piecewise
parabolic method (PPM) of Colella & Woodward (1984, here-
after CW84) to multidimensional MHD. The mathematical foun-
dations of these ingredients for integration in two dimensions
(2D) is presented in detail in Gardiner & Stone (2005a, hereafter
GS05), and for three dimensions (3D) in Gardiner & Stone (2008,
hereafter GS08). The focus of this paper is on the implementation
rather than the mathematics of the methods.

The use of two distinct unsplit integration algorithms in Athena,
namely the CTUþ CT and the VLþ CT algorithms, allows us
to compare the advantages and disadvantages of both.We find the
CTUþ CT algorithm is generally less diffusive and more accu-
rate than VLþ CT. Thus, for simplicity sake, the description in
this paper will be based on the CTUþ CT algorithm. However,
for some applications the VLþ CT algorithm has definite advan-
tages. A complete description of the 3D VLþ CT algorithm im-
plemented in Athena, including the results of tests in comparison
to the CTUþ CT algorithm, is provided in a short companion
paper (Stone & Gardiner 2008, hereafter SG08).

The primary goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive
description of Athena that will serve as a reference for others to
adopt, modify, and extend the code for their own research. Aswith
ZEUS, the source code is freely available from the Web, along
with documentation and an extensive set of test problems that are
useful for any method. The organization of this paper is as fol-
lows: Section 2 introduces the equations of motion solved by
Athena, while x 3 describes their finite-volume and finite-area
discretizations. Sections 4Y6 describe in detail the numerical
algorithms in one, two, and three spatial dimensions, respec-
tively, including details such as the reconstruction algorithm,
Riemann solvers used to compute upwind fluxes, and the unsplit
CTUþ CT integrator used in multiple dimensions. In x 7 the im-
plementation of the algorithms in both C and FORTRAN95 on
parallel computer systems is discussed. The results of a compre-
hensive test suite composed of problems in one dimension (1D),
2D, and 3D are given in x 8. Finally, we summarize and discuss
future extensions to the code in x 9.
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ideal MHD, which can be written in conservative form as
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and B2 ¼ B = B. The other symbols have their usual meaning.
These equations are written in units such that the magnetic per-
meability # ¼ 1.
An equation of state appropriate to an ideal gas, P ¼ (" % 1)e

(where " is the ratio of specific heat and e is the internal energy
density), has been assumed in writing equation (5). For a baro-
tropic equation of state P ¼ P !ð Þ (for example, P ¼ C 2!, where
C is the isothermal sound speed), both equations (3) and (5) are
dropped from the system. Of course, in this case total energy is
not conserved. The algorithms implemented in Athena can solve
the equations of motion in four regimes: both hydrodynamics or
MHD with either an ideal-gas or barotropic equation of state. In
each regime the system of equations to be solved is different in
number and form; however, the same general numerical tech-
niques apply. Extension of the numerical methods to a more
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where M ¼ !v is the momentum density. The conservation
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conservative form: modern 
finite volume approach
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Operator splitting
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say you want to apply cooling 
losses to the energy equation,

energy source term due to supernovae, etc.

simple way of adding additional physics 
to available code

ZEUS use operator splitting. Source terms use FTCS 
but transport terms are solved in a conservative upwind form 

doesn’t conserve total momentum and total energy to machine precision



ZEUS example
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Transport step: this step is conservative

can also do directional splitting
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time averaged interpolated value



Advection equation
how to get the face-centered, time centered interpolated quantity? Key difficulty in CFD.

A model equation for hyperbolic equations, the advection equation:

@f

@t

+ v

@f

@x

= 0 v the constant advection velocity

f(x, t) = f(x� vt, t = 0) just the initial condition shifted in space by vt

vt

F = vf flux



Upwinding
Lax Wendroff scheme: (second order in x&t)
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two-step Lax Wendroff

Figure 19.1.7. Representation of the two-step Lax-Wendroff differencing scheme. Two halfstep points
(⌦) are calculated by the Lax method. These, plus one of the original points, produce the new point via
staggered leapfrog. Halfstep points are used only temporarily and do not require storage allocation on the
grid. This scheme is second-order accurate in both space and time.

where

⌃ ⌅ v t

 x
(19.1.40)

Then

⇤ = 1� i⌃ sin k x� ⌃2(1 � cos k x) (19.1.41)
so

|⇤|2 = 1� ⌃2(1� ⌃2)(1� cos k x)2 (19.1.42)

The stability criterion |⇤|2 ⇤ 1 is therefore ⌃2 ⇤ 1, or v t ⇤  x as usual.
Incidentally, you should not think that the Courant condition is the only stability
requirement that ever turns up in PDEs. It keeps doing so in our model examples
just because those examples are so simple in form. The method of analysis is,
however, general.

Except when ⌃ = 1, |⇤|2 < 1 in (19.1.42), so some amplitude damping does
occur. The effect is relatively small, however, for wavelengths large compared with
the mesh size  x. If we expand (19.1.42) for small k x, we find

|⇤|2 = 1� ⌃2(1� ⌃2)
(k x)4

4
+ . . . (19.1.43)

The departure from unity occurs only at fourth order in k. This should be contrasted
with equation (19.1.16) for the Lax method, which shows that

|⇤|2 = 1� (1 � ⌃2)(k x)2 + . . . (19.1.44)

for small k x.

v�t/�x  1
CFL stability condition
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Figure 19.1.4. Representation of upwind differencing schemes. The upper scheme is stable when the
advection constant v is negative, as shown; the lower scheme is stable when the advection constant v is
positive, also as shown. The Courant condition must, of course, also be satisfied.

The simplest way to model the transport properties “better” is to use upwind
differencing (see Figure 19.1.4):

un+1
j � unj
 t

= �vnj

⌃
⌅⌅⇧

⌅⌅⇤

unj � unj�1

 x
, vnj > 0

unj+1 � unj
 x

, vnj < 0
(19.1.27)

Note that this scheme is only first-order, not second-order, accurate in the
calculation of the spatial derivatives. How can it be “better”? The answer is
one that annoys the mathematicians: The goal of numerical simulations is not
always “accuracy” in a strictly mathematical sense, but sometimes “fidelity” to the
underlying physics in a sense that is looser and more pragmatic. In such contexts,
some kinds of error are much more tolerable than others. Upwind differencing
generally adds fidelity to problems where the advected variables are liable to undergo
sudden changes of state, e.g., as they pass through shocks or other discontinuities.
You will have to be guided by the specific nature of your own problem.

For the differencing scheme (19.1.27), the amplification factor (for constant v) is
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So the stability criterion |⌅|2 ⇤ 1 is (again) simply the Courant condition (19.1.17).
There are various ways of improving the accuracy of first-order upwind

differencing. In the continuum equation, material originally a distance v t away
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Comparison

L-W doesn’t preserve monotonicity property (has oscillations/phase errors)! 
Simple upwind is too diffusive

Physical solutions of Euler equations allow for shocks so this is not an academic exercise



Improving upwind 
method

use a higher order reconstruction, like linear or 
parabolic, instead of piecewise constant 
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Higher-order upwind Methods with
clever monotonicity-preserving slope limiters

Reconstruct f(x) in each cell, extrapolate to right 
boundary (for upwind flux if v>0):

Piecewise constant = 1st order upwind :

Van Leer’s (MC) limiter:
“Monotonized Central”

In smooth regions, si+1/2 ≈ si-1/2, and fi+1/2 is 2cd order accurate (with some upwind bias.)  Near discontinuities 
or extrema, si+1/2 or si-1/2 is much smaller than other, fi+1/2  switches to 1st order upwind with si  ≈ 0.

Godunov’s theorem: to guarantee avoiding artificial oscillations, a linear algorithm can only be 1st order 
(and very diffusive).  This algorithm is nonlinear. 

fi+1/2 = fi + si�x/2

Downwind slope (centered 2cd order flux):

Upwind slope (upwind-biased 2cd order flux):

(minmod(a,b,c) = sign(a) * min(|a|,|b|,|c|) if a, b, and c all have same sign, otherwise minmod(a,b,c)=0.)



REA approach
Reconstruction Evolution Average (REA)Central differencing around boundary, 

si=si+1/2 = (fi+1 - fi)/Δx, corresponds to a 
reconstructed f(x) that has overshoots.  
Even central differencing around a cell, 
si = (fi+1 - fi-1)/(2 Δx) would give overshoots.

From R.J. Leveque, Finite Volume Methods for Hyperbolic Problems, Cambridge Univ. Press (2002).

Discontinuous Galerkin algorithms can 
generalize this approach.

Useful way to think about these types of algorithms: “REA”: Reconstruct, Evolve, Average.  (See Leveque). 
Starting from cell averages at last time step, reconstruct continuum solution, evolve in time (simple shifting of 
solution), and average back to cell averages.  As described in Leveque, if the reconstruction step doesn’t 
introduce artificial overshoots, than the later steps won’t either.

fi

MC limiter never allows reconstructed 
f(x) to overshoot average f in adjacent 
cell.  Much more robust.

fi+1

fi-1

reconstructed f(x)

i) Reconstruct a piecewise polynomial defined for all x
(should have the same cell average)

ii) Evolve the hyperbolic equation exactly/approximately
to get updated solution at tn+1(Riemann problem)

iii) Average solution at tn+1 to get new cell-averaged 
values
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Higher-order upwind Methods with
clever monotonicity-preserving slope limiters

Reconstruct f(x) in each cell, extrapolate to right 
boundary (for upwind flux if v>0):

Piecewise constant = 1st order upwind :

Van Leer’s (MC) limiter:
“Monotonized Central”

In smooth regions, si+1/2 ≈ si-1/2, and fi+1/2 is 2cd order accurate (with some upwind bias.)  Near discontinuities 
or extrema, si+1/2 or si-1/2 is much smaller than other, fi+1/2  switches to 1st order upwind with si  ≈ 0.

Godunov’s theorem: to guarantee avoiding artificial oscillations, a linear algorithm can only be 1st order 
(and very diffusive).  This algorithm is nonlinear. 

fi+1/2 = fi + si�x/2

Downwind slope (centered 2cd order flux):

Upwind slope (upwind-biased 2cd order flux):

(minmod(a,b,c) = sign(a) * min(|a|,|b|,|c|) if a, b, and c all have same sign, otherwise minmod(a,b,c)=0.)



Limiters in advection

linear reconstruction: AM of slopes

advection with v>0

averaging

�f

�t
+ v

�f

�x
= 0

advection equation: REA approach

non-monotonic
causes oscillations
at discontinuities

1

II

III



Limiters in advection

advection with v>0

averaging

�f

�t
+ v

�f

�x
= 0

advection equation: REA approach

monotonic
prevents oscillations
at discontinuities if 

limited reconstruction

1

II

III

linear reconstruction:     of slopesL



Minmod limiter
L(a, b) = a�(1, r = b/a) = b�(1, r = a/b)

L=0 if arguments have opposite sign

grey: monotonicity zone

minmod(a,b)=0 if ab<=0, min(a,b) if ab>0

smoother, higher order accuracy, still nonlinear

vanleer(a,b)=0 if ab<=0, 2ab/(a+b) if ab>0



Very high order 
reconstruction

Just going to higher order doesn’t help 
near sharp gradient regions (Gibb’s 
phenomena), or near boundaries or 
outside radius of convergence 
(Runge’s phenomena).  

Basis problem: calculus concepts and 
theorems about convergence apply 
to sufficiently smooth, well-resolved, 
functions, and thus break near 
discontinuities.

9th order polynomial fit to step function 
at 10 discrete points:

bad idea to use very high order polynomial 
fits: wild oscillations (Gibbs phenomena)

Just going to higher order doesn’t help 
near sharp gradient regions (Gibb’s 
phenomena), or near boundaries or 
outside radius of convergence 
(Runge’s phenomena).  

Basis problem: calculus concepts and 
theorems about convergence apply 
to sufficiently smooth, well-resolved, 
functions, and thus break near 
discontinuities.

9th order polynomial fit to step function 
at 10 discrete points:



State of the art 
New Limiters even preserve accuracy at smooth Extrema

(Suresh-Huynh 1997, Colella-Sekora 2008 comparable)



div(B)=0 constraint
evolve the vector potential but need to take second derivatives to get force

~B = ~r⇥ ~A
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Constrained Transport (CT): integral 
form of Faraday’s induction eq.

Magnetic flux lost through the edge equals flux 
gained by adjacent cell

Global flux through all faces is conserved,
just as mass is conserved in FV approach 



Several approaches for 
div(B)=0

eight-wave formulation: evolution of div(B) terms 

projection scheme: solve a Poisson eq. to set div(B)=0, just 
as is done in spectral schemes for incompressible flows

constrained transport/central difference

Toth 2000 has compared different schemes
Its a very important issue, as improper treatment can give magnetic 

monopoles & magnetic force along B, etc.



Conclusions

• buoyancy instabilities due to anisotropic 
conduction

• sophisticated framework for solving HD/
MHD

• several codes available: with various options

• good to have a feel for algorithms: finite 
volume, REA, CT,....


